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Icon is a high level, general purpose programming language that 
contains many features for processing textual material. It is a useful 
tool in analyzing natural languages, reforming data, generating 
computer programs etc. The C implementation of Icon language has been 
adapted to the PDP-11 , VAX-11 and Onyx C8002. This report discusses 
the implementation of Icon language under Xenix~286 operating system 
on 8026/80286 Intel microcomputer. 
The Icon interpreter system consists· of three parts~ Translator, 
Link~r i Interpreter. The required files wer~ transfered· from Moravian 
College PDP-11 system. The files containing the machine specific 
constants edited to suit .the Intel system. It . essential to were 1S 
..___..A 
study the machine organization of the -microcomputer to design the Icon 
frame structures. Some test p,rograms· in 8086 asse01b1er were wri.tten 
for that purpos.e .. 
Most of the ru,n time system program-s are cod-ed in C, but some of 
the routines· .related to interpreti v·e loop, s-tack manage.ment etc. are 
written: ·• 1n a$se~bly l:~n-gu·age. S:in·ce the C used was· .standard C, there 
was no- _problem in· po~tin:g the_m. However, problems were encountered 
when the size of th.e p:rograms were large. The basis to.utines of t·he 
interpret-er -have been coded in asse_mbl_y .lang:ua$e. It is t.o be noted 
that this is Phase I 0£ th.e lmplem~ntation o.f· Icon. The next Phase 




1.1 Icon language 
Icon is a high level, general purpose programming language 
that contains many features for processing non-numeric data, 
particularly for textual material consisting of strings of characters 
(reference 1). Icon was designed to aid in analyzing natural 
languages, reforming data, transforming and generating computer 
programs, manipulating formulas, formatting documents and so forth. 
Icon is extremely useful for speculative efforts in which a propqsed 
problem solution is more heuristic than_ algorithmic. It also _exce:1s _in_ 
so.lving complicated problems. 
In its foc.u·s on solutions f·or _non--numeric.aI problems, Icon 
c·o·ntinu.es th·e tradition of SNOB.UL. H·owever, Ico.n has modern contro1 
structµr·es ·and its. :faci1.itieis for- string ana.lysis and s-ynthesis a-re 
m_ore ex:ten.si v~. It is :an. expre.ssion b-as·e.d language· wi_th ·sy~tax similar 
·t_o: Algo·l 68. and P:asc,al. It lac:ks labe·1s and gq-tos which are not 
considered to b~ .g.ood_ control structures.- Ito.n ·prog.ram.s, in ge-ne:r-a1, 
.. . 
. -. ~-
tes:e·mb1e those written i-n JI}any·· other mo.detn prog-ramming·- lang~ages .. 
An Icon pr_ogram consi$ts of declarations and expressions. The 






procedu~es and the pt~perties of 
constitute the executable part of the 
p:t.·ogram ... It is an untyped, lp.ngu:age in whi.ch a variabl·e may have va_lues 
.. 





automatic. For example, a numeric value read into a program as a 
string is converted automatically to a number if it is used in a 
numerical operation. 
Operations in Icon may succeed or fail. It is similar to 
Snobol in this aspect. For example, find(sl, s2) produces the position 
at which sl occurs as a substring of s2 if it succeeds. It fails if 
there isn't one. This allows find to be used both in the control 
clause of a control structure such as in if-then-else expression and 
in ordinary computational context where its value is useful. 
One of the more us·ef u l features of I con is its concept of 
ge:nerators-. T.hese are expressions that may produce more than one, 
valu-e. C·onsi··de.r, for example, 
find("is", ":what is this?"} 
Here, is occurs at· two- ·positions in the se·cond: argiime.nt: .6 & 11. In 
most . pro:gramm1ng 
g:e,n e :r al i ·z es the 
languag-es only one result· is prod:uced. ··Icon 
concept of expre~sioti evaluation to allow an 
ex·pres$iO:n to p.t"C>dute ·more. th:an ·on-e result. These results are produced 
in ~equence as determined by' conte~t. An example is 
every i = find (sl, s2) do write.(i} 
which wr:i tes al 1 th:e pos.itions at which sl occurs a.s :~ $llbs'tring. o-f 
·s2. 
Another significant aspect of Icon is· its g:oal-directed 
evaluations. 
. . . 
The •· ·1s to achieve succe-ss • • 1n express10.n 
1. 
evaluation, that • 15, some result . The usefulness of goal-directed 
evaluation in Icon comes from the capability of generators to produce 
more than a single result. Consider, f0r example, 
if find(sl, s2) = 10 then exprl else expr2 
which means if sl occurs as a substring of s2 at a position that is 
equal to 10, then evaluate exprl; otherwise evaluate expr2. It is to 
be noted that the same statement works even if sl occurs als:o at 
positions less than or greater than 10. Without generators, it is 
necessary to look through • successive substrings. Icon allows 
~ 
programmers to write their own generators and there is no. limit to the 
r~e of their applica,bili ty. There are large number of functio:ns 
available for operating- on strings since- Ir:·011 is ·o.riented toward:s 
textual pr·ocessing. Find, match, -any_, upto a.re some examples. 
The produc:tion of a _se.quenc.e of res-u1ts by ~n expres-sion is 
limited to the :Pl ace wh·ere that. exp.re-s.sion_ appear-s in ·the. program. 
Furthe-rmore, the results of an. e-xpression c_an be - p-rcduced a·nly by 
ite.rat·io:n or· b_y g_oa.1-dir-ected evaluat.:ion. There is n.o mech~nism for 
expl.icitly- r:esuming an ex_pres_·si.on to _get -·a: result. Consequently, t·he 
results p.roduc_e,d b y :an -~~pr-ess:ion -are s·trictly c.011strained,, bot:h in 
locat-i.on --and· in th·e se·.quence ·of program. evalu·ation. Co-'expr-essions 
overcome ·these· limitations. They allo.w expressions ·to be ~-x.pliq.it1y 
resumed a·t any tim·e a.rid p1ace. 
,q 
. 
These f eatur;es make Icon a powerful tool .for natura·l language 
proc.essing and .artif.icial intelligence, the. ·two f ie1ds in: Compu-ter 1 
·4 
Science that • are growing very rapidly. Although it is possible to 
write any • program 1n any 1 anguage, the process of building A.I. 
systems and textual processing are facilitated by the use of a 
programming language that provides support for a ~ariety of common 
structures, both for data and for control. 
Some of the special features include 
1. good facilities for manipulating lists 
2. late binding times for such things as the size of data 
structures, or the type of an object to be operated on 
3. good pattern matching facilities, bo·th to identify data 
and to determine control 
4 .... control struc;tur.es tha·t facilitate goal-directed behavior 
5. ability to i:.ntermix procedures and dec1ar-ativ:e data 
structu·res in whatever way .best suits .a particular task. 
1.2 Aim of this work 
The ··purpose ·of this report is to dis.cuss the im_plenient.a.tion 
of Jeon. languag~ under the Xenix ope~ating system on 8086/80286 Intel 
niicrocompl!ter. This is t:he Phas·e I of th.e Implementation whic-h 
) 
i·nclu·de:s :the 
' . . . 
u-nders.tanding of Icon language·· and · its ·control 
strt1cture•s, trans.fe.r of fil~-s, cha.nging the: machine. sp·eci£ic constart:t·s. 
in the require:d f.ile.s, c;:oID:pilation and testing of tr·ansl·ator and 
1 inker, d.e.termi·na;tion o:f I con f-ram.e 1 ayouts an.cl coding the bas is 
routines o:f th~ inte-rpreter • i:n asse.mbly l an:guage . Th.e· ne.:x:t phase. 
consists of coding of rest of the asse~hler routines, testing the 
loops and complete systew testing. The present Intel 300 series micro: 
5 I .. 
has half megabits Winchester unit and a 5.25 inch floppy disc drive. 
Xenix•286 operating system 
• 
15 a modified version of the system III 
Unix operating system developed by Bell Laboratories at AT&T. 
Xenix•286 supports multiple users and multiple tasks. Icon programming 
language, version 5.9, has been adapted to the PDP-11, VAX-11 and Onyx 
C8002. It has been implemented under the Unix operating system. Most 
of the run time systems are coded in C, but some of the routines 
~related to interpretive loop, start routines, integer arithmetic 
overflow checking and stack management routines are written 
• 1n 
assembly language. Therefore, the assembly code is to be rewritten for 
Intel system. It • 1S also necess·ary t.o check the portability of the· 
e-xist·i·.ng C code. 
., 
1.3 General format of the report 
The rest of the report is o.rg,aniz·ed as .follows. C-hapter 2 ··is 
on Icon control struc,t-ures and other· specia.1 ieatures·. Lot ,of examp'les 
are inter leaved to pr:o.vide a bet.ter und~ers.tandi~g of the langu·ag:e .. 
T_hi_~- cha:pter also • carries listin-gs· =of 
. . programs. that were 
developeq on the_ PDP""""ll at Moravian· Col:l·eg~ t·o illustrate the use of 
generators, b-acktracking ~n-d. st,r:ing .prbces.sin·g ·techniques. The purpose 
is to stress the usef u1neS$ of lco.n programming l,ang:uage as a tool ior 
textual process.ing. C:hapter 3 discusses the: yariious s.·teps taken_ in 
porting the Icon sys.tern. Chapter 4 
. . . gives the assembly language 
ro:utines coded so far.. It als.o gi ve-s a detailed explanation of the 




2. ICON CONTROL STRUCTURES AND SPECIAL FEATURES 
2.1 Program structure 
An Icon program consists of declarations and expressions. The 






procedures and the properties of 
constitute the executable part of the 




r:his pr.og.ram writes Hello wor.ld to the output file. The • e·x·press1ons 
within the procedure declaration evaluated when the procedure . are 1S 
.. 
cal.led.. The fallowing program i.l lust·rates the- u·s.e· of ·procedure and 
. parameter passing. 
pr'oc:edure. main() 





Th·e output . 1S the same as -t·hat- of .th.e pr·evious example. LcJc.al 
i.d·entifiers are created when a -prbcedur.e is ca11ed and are destrpy_ed 
when the proced:ure returns. No other pto·c.edtire call can·. a.cce·s:s thes.e 
ident.if iers. Icon , ,.has no type or storage declar·atiort·S. Any: variab·.l:e 
1 




There are many functions in Icon which may either succeed or 
fail. Some examples of functions are read, write, find, match etc. For 
example, 
write(read()) 
reads a line and writes it out. The value produced by read() is the 
argument of write. If read succeeds, it produces a value such as a 
line from the input file. When the end of input file is reached, read 
fails. Since there is no value, write is not called and the whole 
expression fails. 
~2.2 Basic control structures 
Control structures use the success ot· the failure of one 
express·ion to govern the evaluation of others. For example, 
while lin.e := ·r.ead() do 
write(1ine) 
repe'atedly e.valuates read(). E~ch t·ime read succeeds, the. value. that 
it produces is a-ssigned to line an.cl write(line) is evaluated to writ·e 
the vaJ·ue that is r·ead. When read() fails, however, ttie assignment 
operation -f.~ils and the loop terminate-s. In other words, the succe.ss 
or the failure of the ex·pres·sion fol:lo.wing while controls. ·evaluation 
of the exp-r:ession f ollowin·g d:o·. 
Th.e other c.ontrol st-r:uctt1.r·e t-hat :-e-valtiat·es an expression 
.. 
repea:ted-1:y , depend_.ing o·n the syccess - or f -ai1.ur.e of a contr.o·l 
until exprl do expr2 
8 
-/ 
This evaluates expr2 until exprl succeeds. It is to be noted that 
exprl is evaluated before expr2. Yet another control structure is 
not expr 
which fails if expr succeeds and succeeds if expr fails. 
Sometimes it is necessary to exit from a loop, independent of' 
the evaluation of its control expression. It is also useful to skip to 
the beginning of the control expression of a loop. These can be 
achieved by using break and next. They may appear anywhere in a loop 
but apply· only to the innermost loop in which they occur. The. 
foll.owin_g example illustrates th:e use o-f break and nex.t ... Su,p.posing 
there is an. input 1·ile ··w.hich, .indicates the starting of lines not to b.e 
copi·e.d: qn to an out.pu·t file by "star·t" and the end b_y "end", then the 




wh:ile line :: · read() do 
if mat·ch ( "sta.rt:n., l i-ne): then 
·wh.i le ·1 ine- : ; ·read() do. 
.i:f IIia tch ( -"en·d" ., line) 
#check the pres.ence of stc;l.rt 
#does exist .. loop to omit lines 
then ·break 
else next 
else ~tite(line) #start is ·I1ot. pre-s·ent, co_py i.t 
end 
control str11ctur:e that evaluates expressions repeatedly, 
regardless of .whether· it succeeds o·r fails is 
repeat expr 
1'·his: can be terminated by a break. Repec;1,t loops ·ar·e useful when .the·: 
control.ling, expre-ssioris ·can,'·t be pla.ced .conveni:~n·tly, a.t t·he· be·ginning. 
of the loop. 
.g 
The if-then-else control structure allows the selection of 
one of two expressions to evaluate depending on the success or failure 
of a conditional . expression. The else portion of this structure is 
optional. The else clause is always grouped with the nearest preceding 
if. The following example copies the first i lines of the input file 
to the output file. If i lines are not there, it fails. 
procedure first(i) 
count := 0 
while line := read() do { 
if count - i then break 
else { 
count :=count+ 1 
write ( 1 ine) 
} 
}' 
4f co:unt < :i th . .en Jail 
el.se return line 
.end 
Th·e br·aces in th.is procedur¢ encI·o:se: .a c·ompound expression. 
Since if-th.eD---e1se ·is an ex.p:r·essi.on, its v:.alue can· ·be ·used .in 
.another e·nclosin·g ·express.ion li.ke in 
k : = (if i > j the h .i else j ) 
which P-.s.signs the larg.er ·of i or j- to k. The case. con:trol s:t.ructure 
p·rovide:s se1ection that is :base:d .on a valtle .. F.o11·owing is: an ~xa~ple 
to pro:v,ide s..ymbo1ic. ev·aluation pr.oc~dures o.f: :ari:thme·t.ic: operatip11s. 
_/-· 
usi:ng .case ·St:a:te.me.nts. 
proce.dure fqrm(op, argl, arg2) 
end 
re·turn case op of { 
"+ n .: add ( arg1, arg2) 
"-" ; sub(argl, arg2) 
"*" .: mpy ( argl, arg2) 
"Jn : div(argl, arg2) 
default : err-(op) } . 
10 
2.3 Data types 
There are ten built-in data types in Icon: 
a. Integer 
radix 
Integers can have two forms, digit literals or 
literals. Digit literal is the usual way of 
representing a number. Radix literals have the form irj, 
where . l is a base 10 integer that specifies the base for 
j. Example : 2rI01 represents decimal 5. 
b. Real Reals can be represented either in the form of 
integer literals or exponent literals. Examples are 
12500 . 0 , 125e 2 
c~ String Strings are represented with surrounding .dtitible 
quotation marks. Example :· "L~high University" 
d. Cset Character set_s or Csets are represented literal1:y 
by surrounding the characters by sirigl~ quotation marks. 
Exam·ple : 'aeiou' 
e. Null The nu.11 valu.e is .a ·sing)~ unique valu-e of ty:pe_ 
null. The keyword- &nu11 prod.uce~ the nullvalu:e .. All 
i.d·en:tifi ers have· the null value ·initia11y. 
f .. List L·ists are one dimensional array·s ·t:hat c:an be 
.. 0 
family :- · [ "-m·om",, "d·ad·", "bro:ther", "sister"] 
produces a l:i$t o:f four vaI·ues. 
g. Table A table is a :set of pairs ,of values - an ~ntry 
va.lue and a cprres·ponding as·s .. igned va1 ue. Tables resembl.e 
·1ist.s, except that th_e entry values or subscripts need not 
he inte.gers b~1t can be val ties of· any type:. 'Tab.les are. ·much 
1·1 
like the symbol tables found in typical compilers but for 
the fact that lookup and insertion are taken care of 
automatically. 
h. Procedure - Functions which are simply built-in procedures 
are of type procedures. Both procedures and functions are 
values in Icon. They can be assigned to variables and 
passed as arguments to procedures like any other values. 
Icon has no block stru-ctures and so procedure declarations 
can, t be nested. 
i. File Some values that are of type. fil~ are linput, 
&out-put and &e.rrout. They .are pt~_defined. values. Standard 
input. an·d ou·tp-ut: ar~ normally u-s.ed for input and output. 
They can be con.nected to specific .f.iles wh.en Icon is run-. 
j . Co·--,·expression.s ;a.. An e·,xpression th-at. can captur·e va} ues a.hd 
-that w.h·ich c·an be resumed at :~ny· t.i.me and place w.i thin a 
2.4 Common functions 
l,ocatin.g the positions of ·s·pecif ied s·ubstrings or ch·aracters in 
strings. 
find (sl, s2) : This :produces the positio·n in. s2 at which. sl occurs as 
a substring. It fa.i1.s if. sl is not- a sti.bstring o-f s2. The following 
,, pro_cedure writes a ·verti.ca1. bar beneath the leftmos-t location -.o:f 
. . 
vari-a·ble a in each li·n.e of i_nput. 
12 
procedure mark(a) 
while line :~ read() do { 
write(line) · 




match{sl, s2) : If sl occurs as an initial substring of s2, the match 
function produces the position in s2 at the end of sl. 
match("fine", "That is fine") 
fa.ils because "fine" is not the initial string. 
upto(c, s) : Ifs contains a character inc, it produces the position 
of the character~ c is of type cset. 
upto ( 'ae·i.o.u ', "·A ca-t") 
:produces ·4. 
any(c, s) : Thi·s i-s similar to match except that c is a cset and so is 
succ·-essf ul only when the f i:t-st character of s is -in the cset c. 
reverse {s) :-: This fun.cti·on· :pro·duces a ·string .cottsisting o·f characters 
of s ih reversed order. The following procedure will identify a. 
pal i·ndrome . 
proced11r.e _pa1in{x.) 
end 
trim (s:, c) 
if x --- r_everse (x} th·en wr'ite (x ,, ".p·a1_i-ndro·me·") 
• 
• This. pr:ocfu_ces· a str.ing consis.t_ing o.f· th:e initial 
sub.string of s with ·th-e omis_sion of an.y trailin-g: charact·e.rs contain·ed 
• 
lD C .. 
tri:µi ("dog_* *.n:· , ' * ' ) 
produces dog. 
map (sl, s2, s3) :. I.t is a \'.'ery interesting function producing· a s-tring 
resulting from chara·c.ter mapping of sl in which ea.ch .character of :sl 
I·· , 
./1. f 
that appears • 1n s2 • 1S replaced by the corresponding one in s3. 
Characters of sl that do not appear in s2 are not changed. 
map ("note book", 
produces n•te b••k. 
"o" 
' 
There are many other functions ·a.part from those .shown· above 
such as many(c, s), bal(cl., c2, c3, s), explicit type conversion 
functions, etc. Functions that are ti~eful in formatting output are 
right(sl, -i, s2), left(sl, i, s2), and ce.rit:er(sl, i, s2). Example: 
left(lOO, 5-, *) produces **100·. 
2.5 Expression evaluation 
The arg.ume·.n·ts -o:f Junctions _and :prpcedt1res, ~s we:ll as the 
of. operators are ev·alua·ted from: left to·· right. Some 
expres.sion.s in Icon produce value:s ,. while· others :produce· v-aria_ble$· -to 
which va.l.l1es _can b~ ass_igned·. A numerical o.petation pr,o.-duces- a v·alu.:e, 
wh.iJe list reference p_r·oduces a vari·able. The term result denotes 
either a. v:al ue o:r a variable:. An expres:s.ion that: f.ail:s does -not 
p:ro .. dut·e a re.s.ul t .. ·rhe: term outcome is used to de.note the tonseque.nce 
of ·evaluating an ex_press-":l·on, w_hether it be success or f a . .i lu:re. 
·' 
·S,.ince, cont·r·ol st.ruc:tu.res ar-e expressions, t·hey c:an be 'used 
wh·erever expressions are allowed. The outcome ·of t-he contro·1 :structure 
if exprl then ·exp.r2 el~e expr3. 
14 
is the outcome of expr2 or expr3, whichever is selected according to 
exprl. Therefore, if expr2 is selected and if it fails, the entire 
control structure fails. For example, in 
(if i = 0 then a[mJ else a[n]) := 0 
the if control structure produces a variable a[m] or a[n], depending 
upon variable i and the produced variable is assigned 0. 
It is to be noted that while-do and until looping contrril 
structures fail when the loop terminates. They are used for the 
computations that are performed by the second expression. Therefore, 
such a control structure should not be used in a context where its 
failure to. -pr-oduce: a res-u.lt might affect the outcome of another 
·expre.ssio-h. 
If mu-tual .e-va.luatidn among :se-vera1 :e:xpr-e$sio.ns is need.ed, 
conjunction can be ·compounded, as in 
. .. . .& exprn 
The above- can al:s·o b.,e w·ritte·n as 
(~xprl, .expr2, ... ,. exprn) 
If :a.11 the· exp_ressio:ns produce results, the.' r·esult of· mu:tual 
.. 
evaluation is the-. result :o:f e··xprn ._ Oth·.~rwis.e, .it, fails. For ex:a.mple_, 
x ·: = ( I 1nd ("c)·", "sc_h.pol "}, £ i:nd (" e" ,. "news"} ) 
.assi:g_ns t.o x .a v~lue of 2. Both the find functions succeed in t:he: 
:abov_e. expressi·on an·d the val.ue ,.2: is: assi·gned because e is in the 
.second posi ti-0~1 in news. The ex;press-ion ·· 
expr(exprl, expr2, ... , exprn} 
15 
produces the result of expri, where the value of expr is the integer 
• 
1 ' provided all the 
• 
expressions produce a result. A value of 4 is 
assigned to x (the value produced by first find) in the following 
example: 
x := 1( find("o","school"), find("e","news")) 
This type is useful when the result of an expression other than the 
last is needed and at the same time mutual evalution is also to be 
performed. 
2.6 Generators 
Many expre.ssions in Icon a_re capable of generating_ mor·e than 
one result. Such expressions .at-e c.al led generators. The results are 
produced in se·quence. accordi~g· to the context in whith the expression 
appe~rs. Cbnsi~er the function find('is", s2). The positions at which 
is occ-urs as a sub·string of s2 in who is this? will be {5,10} and _in 
The.re, are two cont.ext·s irr which a .gene·rator ~ay prod11ce more 
th,an on.e res.~lt. One. is it.e:ratioJ1 over its res.ult sequence an·d -the 
other is .go·a1-dir~c·ted eva1 uatio·n ~ Th~ control. s·tructure 
every exp.rl .d.o expr2 
eval.ua'tes expr2: once for each res-ult in the result _se,quen-ce for exprl. 
For example, .. 




writes the positions of all the occurrence of string "is" in the other 
string. This is . an example of iteration over result sequences. 
Evaluation of expressions in Icon is goal-directed in the sense that 
the evaluation m~chanism attempts to produce atleast one result for 
all expressions. If a generator occurs as an argument in a conditional 
expression, the generator produces results until the conditional 
operation su:c.ceed·.s or there are no more results. 
(:i .:· = f ind ( s 1 , s 2) ) > 10 
su-cceeds for· the fi:rst· posit-ion greater than 10 at which sl occ·urs as 
a subs.tring· of s2. The difference between goal-directed evaluation and 
i-te.ration ov·er res·ult sequences is that only one resu1 t is produced in 
the form .. er and more than one may be produced in- ·the latter. 
are s·e.veral cqo.t-rol structures ·and ·o.pe:tations 
specifically related ·to .ge:nera·tors. The alternation control s.truc.tut·e 
exptl I expr2 
gene-rates. the· ·sequence o:f res·uI ts fo·r exprl foll()We_d by the seqµen:ce 
.o-r· resJ1ts for expr2. For example, 
writes .su·ccess i·f ~·11Y o-f x, y or ·z is _gre-atet· than eithe'r- of -a or b. 
Alt.ernatio.n often is used .. ln place .o.f an if-then-e·lse- since· it 
improves clarity. For e~~mple- in 
( text := open("input .. tJ\:'.t")) I stop("file not found") 
the sec·ond argument of the al_ternation contto:1 struc·ture is not. 
evaluated if the file is op.ened .succe.ss-fully·. If the: ·first express.ion-
f:ails 
. . ' 
the second • 1S evaluated . There • -1S a. l i.mi tat ion control 
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structure to limit a generator to a maximum number of results. It 
takes the form 
expr\i 
where • 1 is an integer. It generates utmost i results from the result 
sequence for expr. For example, 
every wr i t e ( up to ( ' ' , 1 in e) \ 3) 
writes utmost the first three positions at which spaces occur in line. 
Apart from limiting the generator, range restrictions can also be 
placed. • 
2.7 Co-expressiaQs 
-As met1ti·o-ned earlier·_, co-expressions ar·e m.e.ans to. overcome 
·the problems asso.ciated wi·th ex.press ions. Th:e results p_roduced by -an 
expression are s-t.rict1y co,nstrained, both .. 1n loca:tion and in t·he 
se--qu:en,·ce of program eva1 uation. The procedure seq(e) given ·below.,: 
produces a string event o·f· the r~sul t s.eq-ue.nce produced by the 
expr.e$s;i:9n in e. 






-s.1 :·= n:n 
wh·il·e- .s1 : = sl_ 11 ", " 11 image (Ce) 




i to j by k 





to-expression and Oe activates the co-expression. The 
image(x) provides a representation of X that • gives 
information about its value and type. The concatenation operation is 
represented ·as I J .. I.f create 1 to 5 is passed as p.arameter to seq( e) 
procedure, the result· will be 
{1, 2, 3; 4, 5} 
2~8 :string pro~essing 
String scanning is a. high--level facility· for th·e analysis and 
s.y·nthesis of string:s that p.er·mit.s the ·s.tt·i.ng being. o:pe·rated:. on to be· 
1mpl.icit. Th·e s·tri·n·g. s·cann.ing. ex.p.r~ssion 
exp,r 1 ? expr2 
evaluates ex.pr1 and· establishes i·ts v~1ue as the string to be scanned; 
expr2 is then evaluated to p·erform t.he ·scanning. The outco.m.e of the 
string scanni~g expr·essior1 i:s ·the outcome of expr2. The.re are two 
match.ing functions· that c·han·ge the p.osi tion :in the subject and. produce 
the substring. between the old and new po·si:t.ions. They are tab (i) and 
move·(i) functions. tab (i) set·s: the· pos:it1on to I and move (i) adds .i to 
the .posi·tio:n ... 
1.9 
.. 
Example: Program 1 at the end of this chapter illustrates the 
high-level string 
. processing techniques that are available in Icon. 
This was developed on the Moravian College PDP-11 computer. 
Description: The problem 
. 
1S to generate code for infix arithmetic 
expressions for a stack machine in postfix or reverse polish notation. 
It also prints the message accepted or rejected accordingly. The 
Grammar is as follows: 
Non-terminal - {expr, term, expr', term', fact} 
Terminal ·- {a., b , C , + , * }· 
expr 
--> term expr' 
expr' --> + 'term expt' null 
term --) fact term' 
term.' ·--·> * .fact ter~-:' l n·ul1 
·iact- ~-~> .a ,. b r C I (exp:r) 
Th.e procedure .. main con-tains the loop to recogn-i·ze: .stri.ngs that are 
defi11ed by th.e above gr.ammar. Tqp down r,ec·ursive d·esce_nt.· parsing 
t-ec·hniqu_es a·re used. ·No.tr~termin.al symbols :are matched b.y match'ing the 
procedures, w-hile t;he terminal s.ymbols· are matched by corr_e-sponding 
matching :e:xpre_ssion~ for speci_fic s·.trings. T.be use of 
concat.enat:io-n and' alternation operands makes t.-he _program simp_le to. 
und.erstan-d. Th:e s·uspend: ex·pr-ession· ·p_res·e.rve-s the e.nvironment of the 
procedure. The output of ·t-he· progr·am for the i-n_put file exp.dat is 
also -enc1os·ed. T'he commands us.ed to 'tra.n:slate ~nd r-un the program are 
also. sh,own. 
. , \ 
2.9 Backtracking 
Backtracking • 1S one of the powerful programming techniques 
for solving problems that involve searching through many possible 
combinations of values. The reversible assignment operation provides a 
means for performing explicit data backtracking. 
• 
Example: The eight qu~ens 
• 1S solved elegantly with 
backtracking·. The problem i.s to place eight queens on a chess board 
such that no two queens are on ·the same column, row or- .diagonal. Keep 
the queens in a orderly manner begin·ning with the iir-st row. At one 
stage of the game,. a. point is· reac_hed wher·e th'.e·:re are· n·o ·f.re·e r.ows and 
some more que:e.ns are left behind. S.ome pr~viously placed que·ens must 
be. m.ov·ed ttJ anothe.r position. Th_i s· is ~cco~p-1 ished by backtracking to 
·the .
 pre.v1o·us queen_ :and. P:lacing it on another row. Then attemp·t to 
pla.ce the queens l.ef t behind on the che,s-s board. This process is 
continued ·ti 11 all th-e queens· are p.l aced~ 
Prog·ram 2: at ·t·he end: of· th_is ch-apter· does exactly the -same. 
There are 92·. so1utions in all. Bu.t t·his prog_r-am limj.t.s' t·he solution 
g¢nerated to 20. T-he proceclu·re. m~i.n serves to .place t·he· queens. When 
all the .qu·eens are success.fu-11:.y p-1a.ceq, th.e row positio_ns are printed. 
The :ptoCe'dl.ir~ place(r,c) place_s qu:een. c on row .:r if that pqsiti-on i_s 
free. Since the procedure is suspe_nded' it can. keep tra.ck qf ·the local 
variables and· move the queen to· an·o·the·r _row, if the next quee,n t'art '.t 





Anandhi S. Pitchai 
csc 490 
#filename : tl.icn 
# datafile exp.dat 
# 
Program 1 








Program reads exp.dat which contains expressions 
If it is recognized the message accepted is displayed 
The reverse polish code for the expressions is also generated 
GRAMMAR 
# Non-terminal - {expr, term, expr', term', fact} 
# Terminal - {a, b, c, +, *} 
# 
# expr -~) term expr' 
# expr' -:--:- > .+ term expr' I null 
# 
# term ~~> fact term' 
# term' ~-> * fact term' I nu·.11 
# 
# fact ·-~> al h I c I (expr) 
# 
global suc.c:eed 
pro.ced.ure ma.'in () 
suc.cee'd :. ' 1 
# 
end· 
inp ·:.- o,pen("exp .. dat", "r") # read input .file 
w:hile ··wri.te(1ine :·= read(inp)) d·o { 
} 
if°. lin·e ? (expr {) & po·s (o):) then: write (" - .. ac:ce.pted·") 
~trihg sca~rting operation 
e.l·s.e write{". - rejecte.d·") 
write() 
pr.ocedure e.xpr () 
susJ>etid ter.m() I I exprp () 
end 
procedure :exprp() 
s·uspend. ( . "+·" 11 ( term() , write ("add")) 11 ex.prp () ) I succeed 
'end· 
p·roce.dure ter.m{) 
suspend, fact() I 1 termp() 
end 
procedure termp() 
suspend ( ="··" 11 { fact() , write("mul")) 11 termp() ) I succeed 
end 
procedure fact() 















NOTE:- % i-s the comm·a.n•d mod.e: ·prompt und.er unix 


























































# t2. i en 
# 
# Eight queens problem 
# place eight queens on a chess board ~o that no two queens are 
# on the same column, row or diagonal. 
# This program uses backtracking technique available in Icon. 
# 
procedure main() 




suspend place(l to 8~ c} 
end 
procedure place(r,c) 
static up, down, row 
initial { 
#look for a row 
up : ·. lis:t-(15 .. , 0). 
d_own ;- lis,:t(l5,0.) # initialize :diagonal & row arrays 
row· :.~ .I ist ( 8, 0). 
} 
If row [r] = down [r+c-1] - up [~·+.r·-cJ = 0 




























up [ 8Tr-c J <- r .# place i:f f r.e·e 
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3.Porting the Icon system 




The. tra.nslator converts an Icon so.urce program into an intermediate 
code called ucode. The linker co~bines separately translated ucode 
files, binds inter-procedure references and produces interpretable-
binary output calle.d icode. Th·e interpreter contains a run-time s_ys-tem 
that includes routines for the op~rations that are needed to execute 
an. Icon program. Though ther.e is a compiler av~ilable fqr Jeon,. this 
re.port deals only wit-h interptete·r sinc_e it is the £irst Io·gi·cal step 
in the implementation· of I:con system .. As mention.ed earlier, the C 
implementation h-as been adap.ted- t.6 the PDP-11,. VAX-11 an.cl Onyx C8002 . 
. Our ai·m is to :·im_p·lem:en·t i_t on Intel 8086 based system -under Xenix*286 
o;pet:·at-i:ng s_yst~m. Most of the programs of the Icon in·terp·reter is 
w:rit·t·en in C, l.a·ng1iage wh·ich c_an be port.ed easily. The por·t·able part of· 
the Icon syste_m was ·tr-an.sferred f:r.om t·he, ·Moravian College PDP~ll using 
the KERMIT file transfer u.ti.lity ·~· 
3 .1 ·Translator 
The tran.sl.ator builds a parse tree for each Icon proce.dure, 
th.en traverses ·th·e ·tree· to g¢n·e:rat·e, code. The ucode output from the 
translattir consists of two fil-es. One file with the suffix .ul 
cbn-t·a·ins intermed.iate cod~ corres_pondi:ng_ to the: ·p.rocedure in the 
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program. The second file with the suffix .u2 contains ·global symbol 
table information. 










( Source- .Program) * ----------~- -- * ( ucode) 
T·he, tr.anslator consists of four p-atts: the lexical analyzer, 
the pars~r, t:he co·de generator and the symbol table manager. The 
lexical an~.lyzer reads the Icon source program, breaks into tokens and 
delivers the tokens to the parser as requested. The parser requests 
tok,~ns -from the lexiGa1 analyzer building ·a parse tree until it 
reduces a procedure. At thi:s· point-, it .pas.ses the root of the: parse, 
tree to the code generator. Once ·the code has been generat.ed, th:e 
pars.e ttee is· discarded and· a n·e.w t·:ree _is begun for t.h_e next 
procedure .. Th-ere: are two user ·uti1i.tie-s .lex· .(1ex;ica1 analyzer 
generat.0·:r) and yacc (yet. ·anothe:r c.ompi1e·r-compi1er). ·Th.ese are used to 
gene··r·a.te parser and the .lexical a-nalyzer pro_grams for the tran3lator. 
The . . . . . gramraar and sema·nti c actions are co.ntained in :t_he i_con. g f i 1 e . 
From these sp~c':ifica:t'ions, y·acc genera.te·s .p~rser tables o.f an LALR (1) 
p.arser. ·Th_e grainlllar is c<>n:text f-ree wit-h act.ions ·as.sociate·d with most 
of· the rules. The p~rser c:a.11s· the cod:e .g~nera-t:ot upon recognitj:o·n .of 
.each I.con procedure . The code genera.tor (program code. c ,. cod:e. h} 
traverses the pat·s.e tree recursively emi·tting. ucode. The symbol table 
:manag:er cc:>.nsists of the symbol table .da·t·a structures and routines that 
pperat~ upon these data structures. The related routines are in sym .. t 
and keyword.c. The important functions of the symbol table manager are 
to 
1. create entries for new identifiers in the symbol table, 
2. differentiate an identifier as to whether it is global, 
local or literal and maintain separate tables for them, 
3. identify already existing identifiers and return pointer 
address when referenced, 
4. identify keyword names of the form &name. 
For more information regarding the translator, refer to sectiort 1 of 
reference 2 .. 
The trans1ato.r is e·ntir·ely writ ..t:en, in C arid ·the related fiJ·es 
are under the- directory l·conx/tran .. It. consists of 12:. files of sour·ce 
,code and 10 header files. :The object file is ca11e:d it·r·an. Since the :c: 
com·pile.r under the Xeni_x· o.perating system ·on: th,e. ln:tel machine is for 
st·andar.d C, there will n·ot. b.e ·any need for h-eavy- progr·amming 
mod if i·cations. Most o.f. t,he -changes required lil mac.hine s-pec-ifit 
con·stan·ts will clo.sely: resemble that of PDP""'"ll sinoce ·PDP-11 is also a 
16 bit· system. C pro·ces.sor contro1 statements. are used to sel-ect 
p_o-rtions of c.ode sp:ec:if ic tq a certain mac·hine. Translat.o·r m-achine 
de.-p~nde·ncies are c·onf.in.ed- t,o file tran/syIIi. h. T.he 
... pair of 
'con-stan:ts th·at- defi·n-e th:e stze.s a£ data·: st:ructure·s used during the 
transl~tio'n proc.es·s· ar.e size o.f parse t-r·ee s·p·ace (TSIZE) and_ def au1 t 
size of the string space (SSIZE). Since the Inte1 system is a n;iicro, a 
comparativ~ly smallet machine, the TSIZE and SSIZE were chosen to be 
5000. The file, w~s then compiled using make. 
·2s-
Note:- There are some problems in the translator because of its size. 
Addressing techniques vary depending on the size of the program on 
8086 based systems. (Refer to a book on 8086 for more information.) 
The printf library routine does not print the variables that have been 
passed as arguments. Therefore, it is impossible to debug the program. 
The testb instruction of 8086 behaves differently depending on the 
size ·of the program being small or large. This has been reported to 
the software personnel of MicroSoft. Inc., and further progress on the 
translator can. :be made only after reply from the c.e>nc·erned. The whole 
of Icop, sy~tem is organized in a modular fashion and so it is possible 
to work on linker and the interpreter even though the translator is 
not complete. 
3.2 Linker 
The linker performs th~ee tasks. It 
1. combine·s th:e global :symbol t.ables from o:11e or· mo·re 
runs of the translator 
. . .. . . ., 
2·. deter._mines the sco.pe of: undecla-red .ide-ntifie.r·s fr.om 
the combined g·lobal sy·mbol t·able and resolve-s 
unde.clared identif.ie-rs·, and 
3·. translates ucode t·o ·icode,. 
The second· and: third· t:~s.ks are do.ne d:u_ring a single pas,s over each 
' 
intermediate code file.•: A single f·tl.e. of as·sembly code is :produced. 
The linker outputs ic:ode ·in .sever:al re·gions_. The first r.egio.n contains 
constants, proc·edu-re ·blocks anq code for the Icon pro.cedure. The next 
region· :.contain:s _the record/f i_eld table and procedure :blocks for record 
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constructors. The next four regions contain the global identifiers, 
the names of the global identifiers, the static identifiers and the 
identifier table. The icode is a sequence of instructions each with an 
opcode and in some cases operands. The sizes of opcodes and operands 
depend on the machine architecture. More information on the linker is 
available under section 2 of reference 2. 
eight 








J !·-' . ,,----'-) prog 
I 
I 
(ucode) * --- ---- -----. -* (icode) 
The Icon linker· • w.ri.tten entirely 
• :c. It 1S 1n 




name is itran. All the fi.les related to I.inker :are under the directory 
icon/link. Interpretable· f"ile contains two di.s-tinct types of data·: 
1 -~ opcodes and -as-sociated _operan.ds that the interpr·eter understands. 
·2.. data • 1S: directly mapped, into run~time dat·a. struct.ures. The 
formats ·of the o.p·codes and o·_p_er·an·ds m,us·t .. confor.m to·. what t-he 
in-t_erpre_ter is expecting:~ The d:ata t·hat i.s d·irectly mapped m.ust 
conf:.orm to the format of th.e .C data structures used by the run-~tim:e 
sy-s·tem-. 
The machine dependent. c-ha.r~cteristics are defined u:ndet the 
tran/ilink.h directory. The following constants were cl1ose_n for 
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' 
Icon small model programs which will not exceed 64K. The addresses in 




















The number of bits in an int 
The base 2 log of INTSIZE 
Longs are different from int 
Smallest value that an int cart hold 
Largest value that an int ~an hold 
Maximum . size • 1n byt:es ·o_f the code that 
can be gen~-r-at-ed 
Siz-e in byte_s of in-terpr~ter Qpcodes 
Size in b.yt.es of operand·s for interpreter 
instructions 
s.izeo.f (int *.) Nu_mber of bytes in a pointer 
strchr Library rou·tine 
Co_nstan:ts in the file dataty_pe. h are used to ·set and t·est .flags 













The t_h:i·rd fi 1 e that ·was edi t.ed was l co·de . c w:hich con·ta·ins t·he 
. . 
baGkpatch _rout·ine. This ro:utine backpatches ·forward re·f erentes to· 
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ucode labels. Here the PDP-11 code was used. Command make was used to 
compile the linker and tested as given in reference 3. The output 
produced by linker with a -D option was found to be same as that 
produced by PDP-11. 
' 
·3. 3 Interpreter 
The inter·.pr.et.er consis.t·s o-f .an interpretive loop and a 
collection of run-tim~ routines ·that collectively provide support for 
the exe·cution of an Icon program. Stack is the ·focus of acti vi·ty 
during t:'f1e execution of an I.con prog·ram. All operators, functions and 
procedures ex·pect to find their arguments at the top of the stack and 
replace th.e arguments with the: result· of their comput·ation. L:o·cal 
variab.les for Icon procedur·e:s are also :ke.pt on the s.tack. Da·ta objec.ts 
are. repre·se,pted, :by two wor.d descriptor·s which may c.ontain. a va:Iue or 
p·oint.er· t·o the actual value depending on the type of· th.e object.. The 
data .repte.sen.t.at:i.·on for the de.scripto·rs are depicte.d in A·ppendix D of 
te.-f·.e.ren·ce .2. The a·rguments, local varia~b.1es and te·mp.orari.es on the 
stack ·f·or an acti·ve Icor1 procedure are: coll·~ctive·ly called. a procedure 
frame. An· Icon proced.ure b:ef·ore .calli:11:g another: Icon p.rocedure pushes: 
the ·descr.iptor of the pr9cedu·re to .be called· ·and the ·at·gume·nts onto 
the statk. If the procedure exists, memory is allocated for the loc~l. 
variables in the stack. Procedure mark.er is also ·pushed and the: 
pro.cedure frame point~r is set t:o point to the new proced.ure inark.er . 
. . 
Control is transfer·re·d .to ·t.he ·called r,outine. More infor·mation on 
' 





other frame types are expression frame and generator frame. 
Expressions are \ evaluated within an expression frame. A generator 
frame reserves the state of the stack at the point just before the 
generator suspended. If fail is called and if there are inactive 
generators, then, instead of exiting the current expression frame, the 
most recently inactivated generator is reactivated. This is done by 
restoring the stack to the state saved in the most recent generator 
frame. Storage allocation and reclamation are also important functions 
of the interpreter. The interpreter is divided into four parts: 
1. Start-up co.de 
2. Main loop·. 
3. Primary subr·q.u·tines· 
4. Support subroutines 
The start-up code initializes t·he interpreter and passes control to 
the ma,i.n loop. The. main loop, re·f.erred to as· i1i"ter·p,. f:e.tches 
inter-.pret¢.r instru.ctions and: ;xecute·s them .. An interp·reter instruct·ion 
may be ~ntirely p.erformed by int~rp or interp may call -a. primary 
subrou·t·ine to· perf.orm the o_p.erat·ion. -In turn, a primar·y may call .a 
.rtumb~r of support ~µbrotitin~s. Each primary subroutine h~s a direct 
cor·respondence ·t·o a sou-r .. ce 1-anguag-e operati,on of some type or to .a 
-stac·k Dfani·p_u·lation. 
.<O 
The_re are si·x direc:tories und·e.r the·· icon directory -that 
c.onta-i-n the in·t·erpr-et·er source· files out o·f which. three directories 
contain routines relating directly to sou.rce langµ~g.e operations: 
functions, operators and lib. Th.e lib directory ·has all the routines 
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relating to Icon control structures. The directory rt consists of 
routines for performing common operations needed by many routines in 
the other three directories. Initialization and the actual interpreter 
are in iconx directory and all header files for the run-time systems 
are in the directory h. Most of the run-time system is coded in C but 
some of the routines such as interpretive loop, start-up routines, 
integer arithmetic with overflow checking and stack management are 
coded in assembly language. 
3.4 Porting the interpreter 
The following are the steps to be followed when porting the 
.in:terpreter. The extensio·n . s. d_en·otes· asse.mbl·e-r program files. 
1. Determination of' ·frame 1c:l.yout of prot.ed·ure -, geu·erato-r and 
expressions on the st·ack. Allocate ·regist·ers '·to the frame 
po.inters 
2. ·setting of implemen:tat-ion specifics in h/rt.h ·and creati.on 
of h/defs.s from tt~h 
3. Compilation of the system 
4. Coding of basic routine·s f o·t t:.he: i.n·terp_r:eter consisting of 
ico.nx/sta.rt .. -s 
ic·onx/ interp. s 
rt/set bound.:. s 
lib/efail .,s 
lih/invoke.s 
li.b/pf ail. s 
5. Te_.sting of the basis. rout-in es of th_e i·nt_erp·reter as· g·iven· 
in :re:f e-rence 3· 
6. ·codi-ng· -and testing of 









7. Coding of garbage collection subroutines rt/gcollect.s and 
rt/sweep.c 
8. Complete system testing. 
Determination of frame layout:- The procedure frame layout is first 
to be determined which is specific to a particular implementation. /It 
de.pends on the C compiler and th-e 8086 processor. The stack o·n the 
·system starts at high memory ·arid grows downwards. A push causes t-he 
stack poj.nter ·to deer.ease and· pop causes the s,tack pointer to 
in·c·rease; ·Icon procedure .·frames are augmented C procedure frames. It 
is essential to. stt1d_y the following: 
1.~ The: fcirmat of the C call frame 
3 .. R·egister savin.g and restoring conv.~nt.ions 
4. Argument .pas.s.ing to and from th.e pro·cedur-e 
. :• . 






char C; unsigned U; long L; float F; double D; 





char c; long 1; float f; doubled;-
{ 
char i,j; 
i = 'a'; 
X = X+y ;· 
printf ( "%d\n" , x:) ; 
} 
Invoking the compiler cc ·wit·h the -S option cause.s assembly code ·t·o· be 




















Static Name Aliase~ 
TITLE TEST 
GROUP CONST, BSS, D-ATA 












SEGMENT WORD PUBLIC 'DATA' 
DB ' %cl ' , OaH , OOH 
ENDS 
SEGMENT WORD PUBLIC 'CODE' 
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• Line 2 , 
PUBLIC . main 
• PROC NEAR main 
push bp 
mov bp,sp 
mov ax, 26 
call chkstk i. 
push di 
push . Sl 
. X=-2 
' 
. C=-4 ; 




' . F=-20 
' . U=-22 
" 
. L=-26 
' . Line 5 
' mov WORD PTR [bp-2] ,2 
IilOV WORD PTR [ bp-6] ,3 
. Line 6 
' push [bp-16] 




fs td.-p. WORD PTR [bx] 
f-wait 
f-lds WORD PTR [bp-20] 
sub· sp,8 
mov bx,sp 













add sp ,_3·0 
. L.in·e 7 
' $EX8:: 


















































·· Line 15 
' mov 
add 















BYTE PTR [bp-2] ., 97 
ax, [bp+6 J 
















lt • 1s seen from the assembly listing that arguments are accessed 
relative to hp, the base pointer. The number of bits for each type is 
as shown below. 
Type I 










The last ,argument ·pusih.ed by the function call is the first argument 
given in the call's argument list and. is at address 4(bp) in small 
model programs. In the middle and large model programs, the ,address is 
at &(bp). The registers have to be stored and restored. The C compiler 
st.ores bp, si an_d di registers. C functions place :return values with 
type int, char or unsigned in register ax; return. v-alue_s with type 
long ate: placed i.n ax (low w_or,d.) and dx (high word). :For other types,. 
the address is p.Iaced in a:x:. Using th.e adb, the debugger, t·he· format 












. . previous s1 
The Icon procedure frame must have the following attributes: 
1. The values on the stack at the time of call to the 
procedure appears as arguments to the procedure. The 
values must be accessible in a deterministic fashion. 
2. Register values are saved in the frame and can be accessed 
deterministically. 
3. -line and -file appear in the procedure· frame just below 
the la~t word pushed on the stack as ~art of the C 
prqcedure calling protocol~ 
4. The _region for local variables begins· at the lower ·end of 
the. 'constant' portion of the frame. 
5. The proced.ure frame created by a C ptoc_edut-e ca-11 must be 
a subset of the p.rocec;iur·e frame selected. 
Int-e I sy-stem IGo_:Ii Proce·dur·e Frame Layout 















number of arguments 
return address-
previous pfp 
previou-s ·ef p 
previ:ous gf p 
. . . . previous 1pc 
previous di (d~stination index) 
pretious si (sour~e index) 
previous source program line# 








A generator frame is merely an augmented procedure frame. The 
generator frame has two additional pieces of information, a saved 
value of _k_level and a saved value for the boundary. The generator 
frame layout is 
L. 
14 reactivation address 
12 
. pfp previous 
10 . efp previous 
8 
. gfp previous 
6 
. . previous ipc 
4 . di previous 
2 . 
. previous si 
gfp ~-: ), 0 • boundary address previous 
-·2 . value of &level previous 
-4 . line# previous source program 
~.6· . file previous source program name 
The third type of f.rame is -th.e ex-pression frame -and is independent of 
the machine. The expr.eesio.n marker layqu.~ ~s as follows-: 
.. 
registers 
efp --> 0 
-2 
-4 
saved efp. ·value 
saved gfp 
failure label for express.ion frame 
Th'e 8086 processor contains a total of thir'teen 16-b-it 
and . nine 1 -·bit .f l_ags . There are four each of· gen.era.l 
registers, poi·nter ·r·egiste·rs and· segm_ent registers .. The 8086 r·e·gist.e.:rs 






AX I I accumulator 
1---------1-----~---I 
BX I I I base 
1------ ...... --,---------1 
ex I I I count 
I - ...;,. - -.c'-.~ - - - I ----:- ...... ---- I 
DX I· I I data 
* - . - -. - - .. - . ,.. .. - : . . . - . . - - - * 
pointer and index registers 
*---------*---------• 
SP J I I stack pointer 
I ... --.--·.·-·. ·1----.-----. I . . . . . . . I 
BP J I I. base pointer 
I---- - ·· -1-~ - -. - J 
s·I I I I source inde:x 
I-· · · · - I · -- -----1 
DI I· I I destination index 
* . : - - - . - .. ·;t . - - -·- . - ::+-
segment registers 
* - - - - - - . ·* ..•. - .· .... * 
cs I r I code 
1:- ------.· I- - - .- I 
DS I: 1·- -I data 
. . 
t .. --~ -t .. ---~ .·J 
_ss r f I stack 
I · - - - - - 1: -- - · · - - -- I 
ES r I 1 extra 
* - . - . . - - * - - - -. . ... - . * 
insttuction pointer and fJags 
* . . . . : . . ·- . - . . .. · - ... - . . -* 
r,p I instruction point.er 
I 
. .. . . .- .. . . -- ·-:-- ·- .,. 
'FLAGS I. 
*' .· . . --- . . "-· .... - .. · * 
42 
Local variables and parameters on a C frame are referenced with 
respect to the register bp and ~o is chosen for pfp. As seen from 
above there are very limited general purpose registers. Therefore, gfp 
and efp are not assigned a register. It is kept in the memory and this 
is likely to increase the execution time. Register di is used for ipc. 



























Size of the heap in bytes 
Size of string space in bytes 
s:ize of co-expression stacks in 
Numb~r o·f . stat:ks co·-~x.pr~ss.ion 
·Number of available i/o bu£ £ers: 
16 bits per integer 
020.0000.00000L Smallest: long intege·t· 
017-77777777.71: L.arg,est long integer 
.0100000. 
·077777· 
Smalle·st short integer 
Largest .short integet 







.globl x· x: 
' 
HLT 
.globl x; x: word a 
. glob} X j ~: X 
For cset-display the macro defined under PDP-11 is used. The other 
constants F_NQUAL, f VAR etc. are given the same values they have in 





4. Assembly Language Routines 
As mentioned in earlier chapters some routines for the Icon 
interpreter are to be coded in assembly language, namely, the start up 
routine, interpretive loop, integer arithmetic overflow and stack 
management. The assembly language used is 8086 assembler. The routines 
that have been coded are iconx/start.s, rt/setbound.s, l.ib/invoke.s 
and portions of iconx/interp.s. These are the basic routines .for the 
interpreter. These routines are in the process of testing. 
It i ·s important to keep in mind the· ·d:if f erences in ad:dress·i:ng 
:between PDP-11 and 8086 assembler while c.odipg. F.o.r example; all th.e 
r·egisters rO through r5 can be indirectly addressed in. ·PDP-11 whereas 
in 8086 onl:y bx, bp, s·i a.nd di can be addre.sse:d indirectly. ·Base 
addressing ·' 8086 . p_oss:ib·1e only with bx bp, and index 1n 1S :o·r 
·ad·dr~-$:$··i.ng only with . •. di Most of the in:stru·ctions • :PDP-11 Sl or . 1.n 
·t~~e:s the· form OP s·rc, dst (stc - source,. dst -·~ destinatio·n). B_ut t·he 
t~·eve.rse is true in 8086 i.e OP dst,src. The C· compiler in PDP--11 
s .. tore:s r2, r3, :r4., r5 and pc re:gisters w·h.ile in Intel only bp, si and ·di 
are ·St,o·red. Care s·hould be take:n to store and resto·re registe.t· values 
when a ca,11 is mad·e·. For .m·ore inf·ormc3,tion on th·e assembler :ref er to·· 
re:feten,ce 5 a·nd ·5·. 
,· 
Refe.r.ence 4 gives :a detailed exp1a·nat.io.n o.f each routi·ne. 
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4.1 iconx/start.s 
The routine mstart in start.sis used to get Icon started. 
When the Icon interpreter • 1S exeLuted, the C routine main passes 
control to mstart and merely serves as front-end for mstart. 
·#include"· ./h/config.h·" 
1~ 
* Icon runtime startup.This routine gets Icon rolling and is called 
* by main. The basic functions of this routine are to initialize 
* memory with a call to init, and then invoke the main procedure with 
* single argument that is a list composed of command line arguments. 
*I • 
Global(~cleanup): f* close files on exit *f 
Global (_ini t) I* initialize memory *I 
Global(_invoke) /~ procedure invoGation *f 
Global(_llist) /* fo.rm a literal li.~t. */ 
#ifdef AZ 
Global (_morti t,eir) 
#endif AZ 
Global(_runerr) 




.Globa.1 (-... tend~d-:) 
Gl.obaT.(-_-eten·ded.) 
Global {~msta;rt) .· 
#i.fdef PORT 














!~ tu~n pr6fil_ing on/off•/ 
/ * run·time: erro·:t ·proces·sor * / 
/·* ic.on glo:bal data region */.. 
I* profile resoltition *f 
star.t up .I:c_on 
push 
mov boundary, #0 / * ·t1ndo boundary ·setting 

















/• old efp 
/• point the efp at this word 
I• old gf p 
/• failure label 
/• point at argv 
/• push address of argl, the file name 
/• pass nargs to init() for set/clrbound 
add sp, •4 
/• Prepare to invoke procedure main, which should be first global 
/• variable. 







/• make sure procedure main exists 
/• push variable "main" on stack 




a list from the command line arguments. 
1$: 
2$'.: 
3.$ • . 































































. ' dl 
i 
/• push &null for result from llist() 
f* dx <- nargs or argc 
/-* poi-n.t :b·p at argv [OJ 
/ *- :don't count argument O (command name) 
/• o~ argument 1 (icon program name) 
/*ax<-- nargs-2 





push pointer to string: 
push string length of 0 
calculate 1-etigth of string· 
inc:rement string 1.ength 
l* push string count 
/~ pushed :all strings? 
/·* push nargs 
/* mak:e· a l_ist of the a-rgument-~ 




/• Invoke main() with one argument (the list of command line. 
arguments). 








/• clear generator frame pointer 
I* clear procedure frame pointer 
invoke 
sp,*10 








;-... exi.t status = 0 




push #0 · 
push #117 
call i run.err 
add sp·,:*4 
hlt 
runtime erro.r· if procedure 
/ * c_·ex it ( i) f.1'1sh all buf-f er~ ·an·d exit wi.th sta·tus i. 
























/* is monitoring on? 




/ * Waste first 30 or so bytes of memory·, beca,us:e al 1 poin_ters ·must be. 
/ * greate·r than MAXTYPE . 
. ~.+30. 
I* Failure label £-or ··oute:rmost expressio.n -(used if .main(). f~-i"ls) 
flab: =0 / * te.rminate pro.gram· 
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/• Reserve storage for general use tended descriptors. 
tended: 






















* The fallowing DummyRef s, f·orce the loader to. 1.oad everything that 
















Dummy Ref(-_. lsu~p) 
DummyRe:f(-pfail) 
DummyRef (-.. _ pret) 





setbound.s contains code for setbound and clrbound loops. 
setbound sets boundary under appropriate conditions and clrbound 
clears boundary under appropriate conditions. Since the saving and 
restoring registers is to be taken care of by the programmer in Intel 
it is possible to set values for boundary at that time. So the 
Setbound and Clearbound are just defined in this routine and no code 









/• lcon/C boundary *I 
I* Set the Icon/C boundary *I 
/• Clear the Icon/C boundary *I 
5.0 
4.3 lib/invoke.s 
invoke.s handles four specific tasks. Call a built-in 
function, Call an Icon procedure, Create a record and Perform mutual 
evaluation. invoke takes a single operand of the type 
argO(argl, .... , argn) 
where argn is on top of stack. Appropriate acti-0n is taken depending 
on the argument argO 
#include"· ./h/co·nfig.htt 
I* 
* invoke is used to invoke something. Among the candidates are: 
* Call a built-in function 
• Call an Icon procedure 
* Create a record 
* Perform mutual evaluation 
* 
* .. Note tha.t all ca·11~ rise from a source ·code const:ruct like 
* exprO ( expt1, ~ .. , exp·rn) 
*./ 












Gl ob·al (-.1 ine) 
·Glob.al (-fil~) 
G1obal (_· Ok_ .. 1 ev~l) 
Glo·bal (_.k_·. t;r·ace) 
.Glob:al (_invoke) 
/* interpreter loop•/ 
I* convert to string*./ 
J~ ~onvert string to procedure· block 
/* add·ress- ·*/. 
/*. call trac:~ .ro1.1t.ine *I 
/* c:on·ve.rt to integ~r * / 
/··* convert to pos.i·t·ion. -*/ 
I* de-r-ef eren.ce a variabl~ * / 
I* failure proc¢s~ing *I 
f * is,sue. a runtime err·or *f 
/ * lcon/C b~11nd.ary ·ad.dr,ess * / 
/·* cur.rent :line ri-umber */ 
/·* curte.n·t file name */' 
/i value .of &level *I 
/ * valu·e. of &tr·ace. *-/ 
#ifdef PORT 
:f * invoke -
f* I* 
c~ll ·c.1- pr-ocedure or fli'nct.ion or create a r.ec·ord· or 
perform mt~tual g_oal-dir.ected eva1u:ation .. 




/• procedures . 
. text 
invoke: 
push hp ; .. create new procedure frame 
mov bp,sp 
mov boundary,hp /• set lcon/C boundary 
push efp I .. save registers 
push gfp 
push . 1pc 
push di 
push • Sl 










































































d . . 
.. ·1, Sl 
d,i, .. ax 
(si.), (di) . 
_( s.i+2) , (di +2) 
• 
sp,s1 
-:2 (hp) , ef p 
-4· (hp) , gfi) 
-6 (hp) ,ipc 
-8(bp),di 
/•get# arguments supplied 
;~ compute address 
I* of procedure name 
I* . . ln Sl 
I* ~rgO is replaced by dereferenced value 
:!*get.type field of descriptor 
I* check for procedure type 
I* see if integer for mutual eYalu~tion 
/* pqsh number of· express.ions 
./ *· c_onv~rt integer to position 
;·*ax<- posjt.ion 
/* see if in ra·nge 
/ * if not·· then- .. f a.i 1 
/·* convert pos.i.tion to ·o.ffset from ·argO 
;·* copy r·esult to argO 
f * set sp· to end of ·re:turne·d res-ult 
/,* -resto·r~- register.s· 
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mov -lO(bp) ,si 
mov boundary,#0 
mov bx,2(bp) /• bx<- return pc. 
mov bp' (bp) /• old bp 




I** If the invokee 
I** we invoke the 







































/'k see if stri·ng for :·string:, invocation 
t 
/• if ok, we see if the string is the 
/• name of something 
./* push number of arguments 
J~ address of string descriptor 
I* if non-zero re, r4 now points -to a 
/:+, descripto·r ·tha·t references. :t.h~ 
I* procedure we want 
j, if not procedure or integ~r, error 
,; 
I* argO is procedure 






















I* get pointet field of descriptor 
I* get# arguments expected 
I* if ·< 0, # argument-s is var.ia·ble 
/ * s-ave. # expected for late:r 
/* dere.f erencing 
f* subtract # su.pp1ied from # exp·e:cte.d 
/* i.f ze.ro giffe:renc.e, ho- adju~tment 
/ * ch-ange nargs on stack 
I* n·egat-e t·h~·-.-diffetence_ 
I* if too few supplied, ·branch 







' l' bx., *6 
ax 1 
' ax 1 
' 
·bp, ax 
/* compute adj u:stment addre·.,sses 
l* bx <- source. 
I* di <- d',est 
























I•. and boundary 
/• move top 7 words up 
/• ret addr moved first 
/:+ adjust stack pointer 










































.•mov ,. sp, ax 
/•save# supplied 
/• compute new top of stack 
;-. adjust hp 
/* and boundary 
I* save new stack pointer 
/• move top 7 words down 
I* r·et addr moved last 
• 
/ * su.pply .&.null for· -omit;ted argumeri.ts 
/* .resto.re ne:w top of sta.c_k. po_inter 
























/ * cmp #'. dynamic locals 
/* i.f < O, t·hen bui1tin f°unct.ion 
/,* dereference. ·the arguments 
/* point s·i t:o next ar_gument. 





I• Print trace message if &trace • set. 15 
2$: 
cmp k trace,#0 
- -
. 3$ Jeq ; ... calc address of argl • mov ax, nargs via: 
dee I 14. (nargs-1)*4 ax / • sp + + 
sal ax, 1 
sal ax, l 
add ax,* 14 
add ax, sp 
push ax /• push &argl 
push nargs I• push nargs 
push bx I* push proc address 
calli ctrace I• ctrace(proc_address,nargs,&argl) 
-
add sp, *6 





















f* get# dynamic locals 
./·* ·pu:sh ntrll valu'e on :stack. f'or each 
/*- dynamic local 













bo·un:dary , #0 
k level 
- -di. 4-(bx) 





:nargs :: . =. +2· 
longint: .. · .. +4 
/ * cl e.a·r b·oundary w-hen going to Icon 
f* procedure 
/~ ·irtcre~ent &level 
/*· di (-:- procedure en~ry ·point 
/~ clear generator frame pointer 
/~ ~rtd expressipn frame point~r 
/* jump back to interpreter 
/ * s.pecial-case bui 1 tin functions-










interp.s is the for the interpreter. The 
execution of an Icon program . lS 
loop 
stack based. As the interpreter 
executes an Icon program, it fetches instructions and accompanying 
operands out of the instruction stream of the interpretable file. 
Operands for interpreter instructions are pushed on the stack and the 
results accumulate on the stack as operands for other instructions. 
#include " .. · /h/ .. cor;rf ig. h" 
I* 
* Icon in.ter-preter 
*I 




Global ( ident) 
Global (-line) 
Global (=k_pos) 
Global( k subject) 
Global (=statics) 
Global(_. s_yser·r) 
Global (. int~rp) 
#ifd-ef PO'RT 























· __ .: k_-• pos 




. Sl, (di) 
/ * Exit *·/ 
/ * Descriptor· for current coexpression 
/*block*/ 
/-* Sour.ce f i1 e_ ·n·ame -../ 
/*· Pointer t·o first :_g:1:ob~l variable *-·/ 
f* Source line number *I 
f* &pos */ 
I* &subject */· 
I* Pointer t_o firs-t s_tatic ·v'ar~abie *l 
f* Internal system error*/ 
/• Main intetpr~ter lpop *) 
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. .· :,., 

































.op·· .. str· 
. -· . 
' 
















op_ ... intx; 
9p_intx; 
op~ in.tx ;· 
o.:p_i·n tx ;, 
.op_. statx·; 







op __ 1 co neat; 
























. . . ' 
e.·rr; 
err· 












op_. 1·ntx .; 
·op-"-" in t.x :;· 





op __ .u·nmk1; 
op_· u.nmk5'.; 
op_bang; 



























. . . ' 
err· 
























































op_· .. locx 
op_· .. ,locx 





























































































.globl asgn, bang, cat 
.globl compl, cliff, div, eqv 
.globl inter, lconcat, __ lexeq, lexge 
.globl lexgt, lexle, lexlt lexne 
. . ' 
.globl . mod, mult, minus, neg 
.globl neq"',; , nonnull, null, number 
.globl numeq, numge, numgt, numle 
.globl nu-m1t ., numne, plus, power 
.globl random rasgn, refresh, _rswap 
. . .. ' 
.globl sec:t . subsc, size, swap 
. ' 




.. . . ' 
.globl b-stari 
. ·g-1_.obl c·oact, cofail, core.t., cr-e.at~. 
.. 
. globl ef-ail 
. gl·obl _-es can, estisp, -fiel·d 
-· 
.. glob.1 invoke, keywd . 
. gl:obl_ limi·t,_ llis-t lsusp 
' 
._g1ob1 pi p.i 1 
.globl __ pr-et, psus·p 
opt ab,: 
err· asgn·; bang; cat 
' c·omp1; cliff· -div· __ eqv 
' 
- .. ' 
inter; .lco·ncat; lex·eq· le.xge 
' lexgt; -_.lex.le;· lex:1 t ?. lexhe 
-· 
• mod.;- mult•· minus; _.neg ...... · ' 
-
-r1onnu 11 ;_ neqv; _null; number 
_nume·q; numge; _-numgt; numle 
-
-· 
numlt-; numne·; plus; 
-
power 
random; _.rasgn; _-_ refresh; rswap 
-
--subs~· -
__ ·sect; .. '. _s.1ze; swap 
-· . ' -
tabmat; toby; • value un1oncs; 
-
-
bscan; err; e·rr ~ coact-
. . ' -·· 
cofail· caret; c·r.eate:; err· 
. . ' 
-






' keywd; err· 






































































err· , pfail 
pret; psusp 
/•el [e2: e3] 
I* el . e2 *·/ .. -
I·* el II e2 *·I 
l* el ·e:2 *l 
.. 
/• el / e2 ·*I 
I* el ---- e.2. */ ---
I* e.l ·:+: * e2 •/ 
I* ~l I.I I e·2 *I 
I.* el -- e2 *l 
l* e·1 >>= e2 *I 
I* el >> e2 '*/ 
I·* el <<·· e2 */ 
I* ·e1 << e2 *I ;·* ·el .... e2 */' -'---
I·* el - e2 *I 
I·* e1 % e2 *-/ 




I* el - e2· *I -
I* el >= e·2· *I 
I* el > e2· *;· I* el <= .. e2. *: / 
I* el < e2: *I 
I* el - e2 *I --
I* ·el + e2 *I 
I* el e2 */ 
I* el <- e2 *··/ 
/* el ++ .e.·2 































































op .. chfail: 




















/• el (e2: 
/• el :=: e2 
/-;,.,.e 
I·-;, -e 






















































































bx, ( di) 
di 



















































































































































































































































# i)__ I:NTEGER #0 .. 
.k.eyw.d 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































sa·l b.x, 1 
bx, 1 













bx .. OP 
. ' 
b~-, bxfff 8 
·sal bx, 1 
bx 1 
































































































efail handles the failure of an expression. When Icon 
evaluates an expression, it tries to produce a result from it. If at 
some point in the evaluation of an expression the expression fails, 
Icon resumes inactive generators in the expression in an atempt to 
make the expression succeed. 
#:include " .. /h/c.on,f ig ... h" 
I* 
• efail - handles the failure of an· exptes.sion. efail is used 
* by a number of routines. Its task is to resume the newest 
• inactive generator in the current expression frame. If 
* no such generator exists, the expression frame is exited 
* and execution continues at the point indicated in the 
• expression marker. If the marker has a O address for 
* the point to continue at, efail is called to fail again-~ 
*I 
Global ( interp) 
Global (_atrace) 
Global(_botind~ry) 
G1obal ( lin·e) 





I* interpreter lo~p *I 
/ * trace gen~r:ato·r reactivations * / 
./• Icon/ .. C bound·ary addres~ * / 
I* current line number•/ 
I* current file name•/ 
/* value of &level *I 
:I* value of &trace *I 
~ Note that e!ail is jumped to. 
*I 
#ifd:ef PORT 
/ efail ""'"r-eactivate 
/ ex_pression frame. 
;· frame and· take the 






,newest in-active generator within cur·.rent 
I.f there are rio·ne ,: exit the expression 
failure branch (stored in the expres~ion 
;· ·te.st. f pr .inactive g_enerators,, 
/ branch if none 






boundary , (bx) 
dx,bp 
bp,bx 
/ restore Icon/C bound·ary address 
/ :save procedure frame pointer 
/ r-estore procedure :f,rame pointer 
70 
add bp,,. 8 






























/ if boundary== r5, then 
/ generator is an Icon procedure 
/ r4 <-· address of procedure frame 





then generator is control regime 
r2 <- nargs * 4 
/ push address of procedure blo~k, 
/ which is pointer field of argO 
/ Restore ·&'level, line number, tind file name, and re.turn to gene·rator. 
2$: 
mov. bx,gfp 
mov __ k_level,-2(bx) 
mo v 1 in e , -4 (bx) 
moy' f i 1 e , - 6 (.bx) 
sub gfp, *6 
jmp ·c.re·t 












ipc, -4 (bx.): 







/ .get :f ai lur.e. l abe 1 
/ exit current e~p~essidn frame 
/ is failure lab~l z~ro? 
/ _yes., pa~·s ·fail.ure ·t:p outer expression 




pfail handles the failure of an Icon procedure. An Icon 
procedure can fail by executing a fail expression or executing return 
expr when expr fails or by allowing the flow of control to reach the 
end of a procedure. 
#include"· ./h/config.h" 
I· 
• pfail - returns from an Icon procedure with failure. 
• The current procedure frame is exited and efail causes 
* the failure of the enclosing expression. A tracing 






Global (_f trace) 
Global (_pf ail) 
Global ( 1 ine) 
Global(-file) 
#ifdef PORT 
/ pf.ail - return from ah Icon procedure with failure. 
/ ·Exit ·the current ptoced:ure frame, and branch to ef ail·. 
Global (_.boundary} 
pfai1: 
d:ec k: leve.l 
- -· 
/ decrement &level 













k trac·e , #0. 
1:$-
h·x ;:4 (bp) 
bx,1 
bx. -1 




botin:da.ry ,. #1 
f·trace 
_ .. boundary , #0 
.s·p, *2 
/ .calculate ·address- of argO 
/ rO <·_;_ r5 + 4:*·nargs + 6 
/ push address of failing procBdure 
/ block 
/ prevent c·sv from setting ~oµndary 
/: pop address of procedu:rf;? bloGk 






















bp' ( bp) 





Phase I of Icon Implementation has been completed. This 
consisted of the following : 
1 . Transfer of files Most of the files required for 
I~plementation were transferred from PDP-11 installation at the 
Moravian College using Kermit utility. All the required directories 
are rooted at iconx/v5g in the PDP-11. The complete listing of 
d.istribution of Icon files in the PDP-11 system is given i.n Appendix B 
of reference 7. 
2 .. :ch.anging· the machine s·pecif ic cons:t·ant-s - Some of the constants 
such as Integer . size, opcode size a~~ specific to each .and ev~ry 
mac.hine. The trans lat.or, 1 inker and t:he interpreter all .co:ntain su.ch 
.instances.. ·Th~y were ed-i ted to suit th-e Inte 1 system. 
3. Compil..ation of tran..sl-ator ·~n.d li:n.k:er - The compilation of the 
tran.slator and linker ·were done by inv·ok .. ing make. The Makefile 
contains the step ·by· .step commands for ·comp·i lat ion. 
4. De·terminat·ion of .file layout - r·ntel machine organ-ization was· 
-stud-i.ed: an9 som-e test pro-grams we.re. written to underst,and t-he C frame 
layout. With ·t·hose i.n t..1nd ·t-he. Icon f r·am.e layout was· d·e:signed . 
. . 5. Coding of the basis r6utines - The ·basis routines su6h. as 





The next phase will consist of coding some more assembly 
routines, testing all the loops and complete system testing. 
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